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INFORMATION

AA/TA, Joel Bernstein July 6, 1973

Th/AG., Omer J. Kelley

"Bellagio Group" Meeting Held in New York City - December 3 - 4, 1970

I have looked through my notes on the meeting indicated above and vhile
they are only pencilled and were never written up as official, they do
contain information on the following points:

1. There was general agreement with Mr. McNamara's statent that
the "present" four Institutes do not have sufficient funds for
the future and that there is a need for 'uwh, more agriculture
research either at present institutes or new institutes, or
both.

2. Dave Bell indicated a difficulty in finding talent for new
institutes and thought that two or three more would probably
be about all that one could find talent for. He further
indicated that the Ford Foundation would probably hold their
contribution to what it was at that time ($3 million). Re
further indiated that the present Institutes should be fully
-uaded before new institutes were started. There was an
indication that each Institute, when fully funded, might run
as iich as $5 million. McNamara indicated "$20 million is
peanuts. The world is wasting time and resources by not
funding agriculture research."

3. Dr. Hannah indicated agreement with the above cnmnts and
stated that we needed at least the next two institutes we
are talking about rather soon. He stated the secret to date
has been the Fouadation's management and the freedom of the
Institutes to operate without outside interference. He
suggested no country should participate above 25% of the
cost and it would be better off if the U.S. part could be
lessened but did reemphasize the U.S. willingness to contribute
up to 25% of capital and operating costs, providing the other
money was available and managIP1It was as good as previous
management for the present four Institutes.

Ralph Melville of the U.K. and Paul Hoffman of the UNDP all
indicated an interest and a willingess to contribute in the
future. Mr. McNamara indicated as a matter of last resort,
the Bank should be able to fund up to 25%.



AATA, Joel Bercstein - 2 v July 6, 1973

4. Sameam usked the question as to be many Linttuts there
should be. Gaeaer Harvar Indicated few is inwh too few;
40 wul be equally bad as too mwy.

5. While I do not haey in my notes ay referevce to this,
there was a general consensus that if four er five more
institutes were added, the total cost could easily run
to $5 million aanally. Jut this did not sa to cause
too mwch concern. Only the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations
indicated their futore contribution would be held close to
their then present contributions.

TA/AGR:JKe1ley:zeh:7/6/73
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agrx-t that to Cutative Gr~olp :yuid h-!. J is ir gu Letir

organi:in r.'eeti'' and a pooed ~ .fend r h lis f . ro -...

the Crnv2tative GrouY uLL be circuau..d by thc L withi31 the next
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There -cas substantial support for the proposals uncer consideration.
Although f - d'gates aere in a posititon to state for.ally that their

gcve~'rens w:ould~ .par ici in a Consul.taix-e CGop, it was clcar h
xest i-ere favorably disposfed. The three sponsorin: ozganiza:ions r

courf, s, all pasi ve in the Ar suppor-, as e Lounda
1ons, v

had bean scking for so U.e ti to persuade others tc share the inancia
burden of the inititutes. 'he reprosentati,,s o' the Region l Banks
were sympathetic but lacked authority to speak for their intitons.
Judging by statem.'en ts made at the mcrtin,, the. attituds of the vari cs
counties toard active participation, ineludi r.g 'inan cia supp ort,
seemed to be as follows:

Posiiive .. Ne tive Uncleer

United States France Austria
Canada Germany Belgium
United l i.ngdom Italy
11ether3v I =, Ids Australia
Switzerland -Now Zealand
Dcnnar!.

'in)dand
Finland*

p J n- -
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G7~ .n Cov.r;:nC d. oh' Australivn r.p:ezAtativc, u:o a i.o o
for E:m Zealand, was very rssarvod but rQji not rule cft th fpure i 2

* .,~rticipstion. 'The AmtLian r.prIaenYaivY, whbethsr by accidchni or .c

succoded in effectiv:ly ccealin n e in Vt6 cvurco of severa
i TLI Tc, :.x nT-t.a2CrtXcd j t.-

* ino:n i;l Pccc'ien:ns andO Cont- ributitns

fin 3 prents the cstil.ates of reuirm:onts of the c-Yisting and pro-
posed canters preparzd for the meeting by thc Ford and RockilIcr
FPunaatimns, brouht up to date to ta ccount of the di.scusions of te

African ReerhCfnttirs in jzm-IJau-ry 9, 197. fCr ac:n si
Pf -: t al od pl edcd, the total uncovered rcqu:D:M.nt (c2ita

plus reaer tin.; *xines) rch-s a i .e{ of ebo.t $22 ]:ljion i:
1 n '9 C31eetiates w TEreJ not refeertd to CxaiIng the cso

o1' thLg t.icre was d -. h g

Tho ropr-ntative of the- United Xin;do: rolunT orcd that his gcverz

prepared to nake. an initial. contribution of. $1 million in 1972 and to i :r 0E
it by ainrval incrcznts of $1 )illiOn ta a level of ,35 iillion.. The KetherlAn

precnised $2_t ,CGO a ytear. The President of CIDA indicated that his g er "-

*was thin1.ing in tcrjns of a contribution of *6 to $7 nillicn o-er the n
five years. In addition to its already plc-.ged contributi.on to "IT. 's e

-budget. and capital costs, Canada plans to support special projects at

and CIAT v-hich *jould contribute to the core budgets of the inmtitutd.s.

hSpeaking for the new Canadian Internal.tional. Pesearch Dvelopmant Ccntr ( D
David hopper said he *as. prepared to ask his Eoard to authoriza a conTi'

of 11.0 to $1.5 mill:0ion ovcr the next fivc years. The U.S. renresentativ
statd the position approved by the Aezinistrator January -

"A.I.D. is prepared in principle to provide vp to 255 of the additiona"

capital and future operating -costs of the existing ins iitut.es and the t:c:
new institutes proposed, (up to a nmaximui: total contribution of $7 niiitli.-n

in a r n one year) prov-i ded that the renaining 755 is forthcomis Seci othe
sources. Specafic ple dgos vould, of course, be for inwividual institu tos

subject to our review and approval of u'lly developed proposals forac
and to the provIsion by the Con:-.ress of adequate funds. The U.S. is
convinced that the succoss. of existing itutes has dCuendedin Cargo
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There W1 id support for .thq proposiL.:Lon that the ultimate objecti-:
cf effbrko in support of agricultural restarch was the creation of a
research neteork, and that thn z'rngthsning of the rese-arch cebilities

Co: tne daveloping countrim I!as essenbial to the co uinCs of tie
syz.:, The 1re5in. of the i''Cckefullcr Youndation the F.O rr n

and several others iiade statrets to thia eff(ct. 1h dissent-n viaws

heard, and the termns of reference of the TAC were andcd to wake this p-1nt
-Or3 Cexplicit.

nber shi in Conoultative Croun

The dliscuasion of the proposal to estibliuh a workbig group began,
ovi.bly, 'i~thl protests against the establi.hm of a new "ogniati,.

The Chai.an bru:hed these objectiens aside with the observation that b
as prop*.-cEd was not an organization at all, but an arrangement for

coni5I~a Il. ie said the Biank prc.sided ovc.r a number of Cosultatire
Groups for individcual countries and did not consider that thoac groups

ere organivtions. Th. pOposecd frrangeenl or agricUlar
research wvs, he thouIght, si 1.ilar in inay respects to the country

A Consutativc Groups;.

I .*
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Research ata Ban
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a data bank on agricultural research as proposod in the U.S. po i ti,
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resources now in sight to finance the projcct. This figure I;as not
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Total 

O ahr et::-, Required

Ir I2.2T 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.
C~h.MYT 3.2 3.2 3.6 3.8 4.2

11T -- 2.2 3.0 -3.5 4.0 4.2
CIAT 2.2- 3.0 4.1 4.6 5.0

Total - 9-8 i G 13.6 5.0 3.2

Op3ra:inp- J'nds; in . - - -. .

Prospect. !F of Octbbor . 3,.7 .

R ockceflie Foundation 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.0. ' 0

- Yord Foun-"tion 2.7 3.0- 3.0 3.0 3.0

KlloPg Found-tion 0.3 0.2 '0.2 0.2 0.2

U8AU -- 2.9. 3.0 3.0 3.0 *3.0

C0DM 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7. 0.7

Other - 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

- Total 9.2 g10.0- $10.1 $10.1 _ .

No ncdi oal capita] fundCs wNrC in prospocL ns of Octobcr .1, 3970. S xn

notcs at end of Appcndi: for defiaition of "fundt. n prospect.
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2

3 prczocal for designation of LDC rcpreseniaticn on the C" via the FAQ

rePrycntation structure mieans that it is likely that one designee Arillbe

an Iron Curtain country from Eastern muropc (not the USSR). This could be

Gte -seful for the substantive .purPoce the CG structure. I have

ceeited this out with Assistant Secretary DePalma, who assures me that thi,

prospect presents no prcblc- for the USG.

it is 6oubtfr that the Bellagio Group will meet again on international

agrifuJtural research needs, thc responsibility for idertiyingiajor needs

for donor support aving been picled up by the new, CC. That the Rocke27ll r

an' Ford Foundations take the new structure seri.ouzly was evidenced by the
a:Ltenance an active participation of George :carrar and Dave Bell at bcth

the nrgani-zin rieetinc in Janury and this first regular meetin .

it is of c'urse too early to estiate the effectiveness of the new CG/TAC

str-ue. owvcr, i f it i.s 1ell led and staffed by IB?.D/FAO, it could bcc e

one of the rost significant institutional innovations _na iienation a.
coohn the decade. It has a unique cobination of a r-ajor function

orien.aticn, a combination of representative aud c:-:ert structures, joint
L). 1! Uns onsorhip and staf: s-ufort, and a radicLLy now rane of

r- priate institutions as -':ell as cvern~oents. re'ional devlC oent

continue to provide full encouragcment and supuvort.

(I.)

* -
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participate in the forthcoming conference to be held in Bellagio the
week of April 6.
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ACCELERATING AGRICULTURAL MODERNIZATION
IN DEVELOPING NATIONS

A Summary of Findings and Suggestions of
Agriculturists from Development Assistance Agencies

Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy
February 3-6, 1970*

THE CURRENT SITUATION

In the past couple of years the agricultural sector of many developing
countries has exhibited a new vitality, especially in cereal production. Contrary
to the situation of a few years ago, this vitality has reached to farms usually
considered traditional, even subsistence, in their production patterns. The in-
creased output has made a substantial contribution to national economic growth,
to the material well-being of peoples, and to total development.

It is likely that the altered technologies from which this so-called
green revolution has sprung will continue to play a significant role in expanding
food output in many countries in the next few years. Continued research on the
adaptation of new varieties of wheat and rice (and the practices that must accompany
their use) to local environments and to major pests and pathogens will permit a
wider diffusion of production benefits among farmers and better protection of
existing yields on the farms of present adopters. Indeed in some countries there
is an imminent or intermediate term prospect that production will exceed domestic
demand causing low farm product prices as well as strains on national and inter-
national marketing systems and older patterns of trade. The new farm technologies
and their potential high productivity may create or aggravate regional disparities
in per capita incomes. Also, they may reveal in stark terms some of the issues
of equity surrounding national patterns of income and wealth distribution, and may
contribute to further rural under-employment or unemployment, exacerbating urban
migrations of rural peoples or rural social and political unrest. These are real
problems which cannot be ignored and which should be urgently addressed.

In the longer term, however, the seemingly inexorable growth of
world populations creates needs that will overshadow the short-run difficulties
accompanying the new technologies. Present growth rates of population in Asia
alone will add over 30 percent to its close to one billion people (excluding Mainland
China) in the next ten years. To feed these new mouths and to ensure the necessary

*Conference sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation as a follow-up to an earlier
Agricultural Development Conference at the same location, April 23-25, 1969.
See proceedings of 1969 conference as published by the Rockefeller Foundation.
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agricultural contribution to economic growth of nations requires a very much
broader foundation than is now available. More modern farm technology and

a larger pool of manpower trained and skilled in the science and technology
of farm production methods are required. These long run problems set the

backdrop for the conference. Specific concern centered on feeding more people
to a better nutritional standard, of providing assurance that agriculture continues

to play a strongly contributive role in national economic development by growing

apace with the economy and by offering gainful employment to large numbers of

people irrespective of their command over personal land or capital resources.

A year ago, prospects of local wheat and rice surpluses in areas

which were formerly food deficit were viewed as a possible problem. This is
an important matter. But now the concerns are more generally: (a) whether

over the decade of the 70's a rate of increase of 3 or 4 percent in grain output

can be sustained in nations such as India and (b) whether in the developing nations

available diets can in fact be improved in the face of unrelenting population increases.

The impact of existing improved wheat and rice production tech-
nologies necessarily will be limited to areas with reasonably assured water (or

drainage) for crop growth. Vast land areas suited to other crops or other systems

of farming as yet remain untouched by modern technologies and will remain so

unless present research endeavors are intensified and strengthened. The ex-

perience of the past few years has indicated that traditional farmers will modernize

their agriculture as rapidly as their personal resources and inherent propensity
to caution will permit when:

1. markedly superior production technologies are available
in comprehensive packages that have been adapted, tested
and demonstrated as applicable for local use; and

2. favorable input to product price relationships prevail and
can be expected to be maintained for two or three produc-
tion seasons so that the risks of innovation are reduced
and the costs associated with learning new techniques can
be re-couped; and

3. efforts are coordinated successfully to provide the needed
inputs at the time and place required and to assure product
markets close to the farmer; and

4. an atmosphere of commitment to rural development and the
initiative for its implementation are forthcoming from
government.
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In the case of small or tenant farmers, provisions of credit or
security of tenure may be necessary to overcome resource shortages or to redress
the disincentives of sharecropping.

The problem seems not to be the farmer. The focus of attention
must be on the productive sureness of the proferred technological package, on the
incentives in its profitability, on the infrastructure of market and other rural
services available to the cultivator to support his decision for progress, and on
the national ethos for development.

ANALYSIS

Recognizing the necessary role that research-generated, superior
technology must play in agricultural advance, an illustrative (and very impres-
sionistic) inventory of research needs was attempted (Table I). This tabulation
of enterprises and functions by geographic areas is neither complete nor verified.
It does indicate, however, judgments of relative need. Note the almost consistent
three star rating (greatest need) for sorghums, grain legumes, tropical root crops,
tropical livestock systems and water management. Note also the need to broaden
the present relatively strong position of wheat and rice under controlled irrigation
to embrace production technologies suited to harsher agricultural environments
so that many more cultivators may participate in the harvest of development.

Before evolving specific suggestions in the research, training and
program areas, some general guidelines were developed. While only partially
spelled out here, they reflect the group's experience:

1. On-farm trials should be an integral component of national research
undertakings. Extension or action types of rural production programs
should be preceded by on-farm field verification trials to be certain
that locally adapted, superior packages of technology are available,
understood and profitable.

2. The national research-field verification trial system can often, if it
takes care to do so, generate improved production packages which are
suitable for small holdings as well as for larger farm units.

3. Understanding and involvement of policy makers are essential if an eco-
nomic and political environment conducive to change is to be created.
Involvement of state, regional and central planning bodies may be of
critical importance.
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4. Several types of institutional arrangements for technical-vocational and

college level agricultural training, research and advisory services can

work satisfactorily (e.g., Japanese, Taiwanese, U. S., Canadian,

French, British, and other models). Identification and performance

of essential functions rather than the institutional model itself are the

important issues. Included here is a realistic projection of trained

manpower needs by categories; plans to bring needed manpower on stream;

training institutions which are production oriented with provision for useful

internship type of experience or its equivalent.

5. Regional research (as contrasted to national or international) centers

or programs logically have a role to play. For a variety of reasons,

especially the difficulty of creating and maintaining multidisciplinary
institutions, they have thus far achieved only modest success on the

whole. Indeed, many of the essential regional functions might be better

performed by a national institution which has an open policy of rendering

regional services. Regionally-oriented institutions can work well where:

a) the users demand the institutions or programs and are willing
to participate in their financing;

b) the institutions or programs are genuinely responsive and useful

to its user cooperators;

c) leadership is effective;

d) personnel of high quality are engaged;

e) working linkages are effectively forged so that each institution

has political influence for development;

f) the management and staff pursue a cohesive mission-oriented
research doctrine with consistency and continuity.

6. International Centers of the IRRI-CIMMYT-CIAT-IITA type should be fully

supported so long as their performance merits it. In addition, the po-

tential contribution of possible new centers should be carefully assessed

(see Suggestions below). International centers were viewed as institutional

innovations designed to speed national development and to serve as tools

to assist the building of stronger, harder-hitting national research programs

and national problem-solving capabilities.
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7. Information retrieval and dissemination in agricultural research and

development experience among nations is haphazard at best. Reliance is

placed upon obsolete communication technology. This frequently precludes

the use of that which is already known or somewhere available and slows

the pace of technological development (see Suggestions below) .

8. While technological research on production and marketing properly seeks

to increase agricultural productivity, the target of more rapid national

output growth need not necessarily be in conflict with the larger goals of

social justice. Strategies should be such as to minimize trade-offs be-

tween growth, which is essential, and the limited spread of the benefits of

growth. Because widespread participation of the population in development

is sought, greater depth in policy and development management analysis is

needed.

SUGGESTIONS

Considering the current situation, the analysis made above, the rough

approximations made in Table I, and the record of deliberations of the April 1969

Bellagio Conference, the following suggestions are advanced:

I. Fund Existing International Centers

1) Secure current and forward operational budgets of the four existing inter-

national research and training centers -- IRRI, CIMMYT, CIAT, IITA.

2) Explicitly encourage these centers to extend their work to the problems

of the people who live and likely will continue to live in less advantaged

situations -- small farms, poor land, high risk.

Means: As finance for expanded research beyond the capacity of the Founda-

tions is clearly required an organization for funding is desirable. It is

suggested that tentative proposals by the IBRD involving a consortium or

consultative group or groups be examined and resolved, keeping in mind

the need: 1) to encourage multilateral and bilateral donors to participate

in the necessary funding and 2) to make decisions arising out of other

suggestions in this paper.

II. Determine Potential Usefulness of New "Center-type" Thrusts

Establish two- to three-man task forces to determine the feasibility

and potential usefulness of new international centers or of alternative devices to
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accelerate research and training on the following (priorities depending upon feasi-

bility studies):

a) water management as related to crop production;

b) food legumes (grains, oilseeds and pulses);

C) starchy root crops;

d) livestock systems in Southeast Asia;

e) upland crops in Asia -- sorghums, grain legumes, corn (maize), millet,

barley, and appropriate cropping systems;

f) farming systems suitable to the semi-arid areas of West Asia and Africa;

g) policy, management and analysis of socio-economic and development
strategy problems.

Means: 1) Present to the April 1970 Conference at Bellagio such

analyses as are available to be used for illustrative

purposes, e.g. ,water management;

2) Invite the Foundations and other appropriate bodies to

establish one or more task forces to work in consulta-

tion with possible donors;

3) Establish funding sources for task force work and proceed

with an analysis of funding opportunities for one or more

new thrusts of the type listed.

III. Give Economic and Social Problems Special Attention

Identify key problems for study in the economic and social disciplines

and determine suitable centers for work on these on a project basis.

Means: 1) A task force analysis should be considered consistent

with the measures suggested in II;

2) Request the Foundations and other groups to report on

preliminary thinking.
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IV. Involve Key Scientists in Structural Workshops

Arrange well prepared workshops which bring together key groups of
persons, and especially those working in isolated situations who are actively re-

searching particular crop, animal or functional problems to:

a) assess the present status of research;

b) identify key limiting factors;

C) identify internship training opportunities:

d) facilitate international cooperative work and the exchange of information
and research materials.

Means: 1) One institution such as FAO or the UNDP plan, fund and
conduct a trial workshop as a learning pilot experience.
This could begin with an examination of the "Rice Outlook
for the 70's" as a source of procedural ideas. The trial
workshop should be carefully evaluated. If the findings
are favorable, a program of, say, two per year might be
launched.

2) Fund (from some source or sources) a national research
center or academy of science to undertake one or a series
of such workshops.

3) Combine 1) and 2) or request present international centers to

organize and conduct such workshops even though the subject
matter is not necessarily the specialty of the center. Arrange

funding.

V. Support Informational and Related Services for Researchers

1) Review the status of efforts intended to improve agricultural research in-
formation management systems.

2) Review the steps necessary to strengthening research support services

by building better and more embracive information and statistical files

of research and development experience, by encouraging the establishment
of germ plasm banks, by continuing and further developing agro-meteorolog-
ical and other programs which will lead to a better understanding of the eco-

logical environment for agriculture.
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Means: Invite FAO to follow-up and present a report to the April 1970
Bellagio meeting.

VI. Continue to Emphasize Trainin

1) Continue and expand existing fellowship and other training programs
which select and send trainees to international centers and other
institutions offering specialized training in agricultural production
technology.

2) Sponsor travel-study programs for scientists, policy makers, and
others concerned with national and international agricultural de-
velopment to permit visits to premier research centers and out-
standing development programs for direct contact and observation.

Means: Invite international and bilateral agencies concerned to give
sympathetic consideration to requests for such training assistance
noting the usefulness of FAO experience in this respect.
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Table I. An Impressionistic View of the Need or Adequacy of Present Technical Knowledge for
Accelerating Farm Production of Food Crops and Livestock, and for Improving Farm Productions
Systems *

1. CROP-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY - CEREALS
Monsoon South Near East Sudanian Tropical Tropical Temperate Andean &

CrpAril Ardn N. Africit Afrivn Africii ,adin Amwriv i 1jitin Arnwon Moiinitin Comment
Areas

Rice
Irrigated Controlled 0 0 0 + - 0 0

Deepwater ++ ++ - -? - -

Swamp - - - - ++ ?

Upland + + - ++ + ++-

Wheat
Irrigated - 0 + +++ - - - O in East
Rainfed Spring - +++ +++ - 0 - +++ - Africa
Rainfed Water - - +++ - - -

Barley
Rainfed Spring - +++- - -?
Raifed Winter - - ++ - - -

Millet
Pennisetum - +++ -+ ++ ?
Eleusine - ++ - - ++ ?

Sorghum
Rainfed Humid +++ +++ +++ +++ ++ ? + ?
Rainfed Semi-arid - +++ 4++ ++ -1 ?

Maize
Irrigated - 0 ++ ++ -

Rainfed Humid +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++
Rainfed Semi-arid - + - - +++ -

2. CROP-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY - OTHER CROPS

Leguminous Oilseeds (1) (1) Groundnut
Groundnuts +++ +++ + 0 +++ +++ ++ - irrigated in
Soya +-14- ++ ++ ? Near East
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2. CROP-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY - OTHER CROPS

C oonsoon South Near East Sudanian Tropical Tropical Temperate Andean &
Cr01 AsIa Asia N. Africa Africa Africa Lathi America Latin 111gh Commonts

America Mountain

Grain Legumes (1) Maybe un-

Temperate -+- - ?(1) ++ important be-

Tropical +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ + + cause of ade-
quate animal

protein
Tropical Root Tubers ++ + - -++-

Plantains ++ + - - ++++++ - -

Irish Potatoes - ++ 0 - - - ? +++

Fruits and Vegetables See Annex

3. LIVESTOCK-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY

Tropical Bovines
Breeding research using
present fodders + ++ ++ +++ +++ ++ 0 ?

Fodder research using
present breeds +++ +++- +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ ?

Intensive animal manage- (1) Mainly

ment altering both under irri-

fodders and breeds +++ +++ +() +++ ++++++ +++ ? gation

Pastoral animal manage-
ment systems - +__+ - - ++ ?

Livestock processing and
marketing +++ +++ ++ +++ +++ +++ + ?

Pigs and poultry I I I I I See Annex

4. FARM PRODUCTION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

Difficult Environments
1. Low Rainfall Areas + +++ ( +++(1) +++ - 1. and 2. car

2. High Mountain Areas - + ( +++ - ++ -+ be tackled to.

3. Shifting Cultivation gether in

Areas +++ +++- +++ +++ - - several

countries of
Near East &
North Africa
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4. FARM PRODUCTION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY (continued)
Monsoon South Ncar East Sudanian Tropical Tropical Temperate Andean &

Asia Asia N. Africa Africa Africa Latin America Latin Mountain Comments
America Areas

4. Water Resources and Use
Inventory of Water Resourc( s ++ +++ ++ + + 7 7
Methods of Water Ex-

ploitation + ++ +++ +++ + ? ?
Methods of On-Farm Water

Management +++ +++ +++ ++ + + 7

5. TECHNOLOGIES TO PREVENT LOSSES

Grain Storage, Drying,
Milling & Processing +++ +++ + +++ ++. +++ 0 ++

Uould this bi
Rodent Control (1) +++ +++ ? ? ? ? ? ? on a project

I basis ?

6. Subjects of Importance Requiring Attention

1. Fruit & Vegetable Crops: Needs a "systems" approach including production, marketing, and processing. Difficult to define
priorities. Probably should be aimed at intensive work related to urban developments.

2. Multiple Cropping: Very important. Should it be a separate institute or part of programs of existing or proposed co-op
oriented international stations? (This might also apply to "water use and management. ")

3. Tropical Soil Fertility: Cover crops, shifting from shifting cultivation, fallows, etc. - Comments as 2 above.
4. Pigs and Poultry Could this perhaps be handled by appropriate government services plus incentives to private industry?
5. Mechanization: Probably best studied by wings of existing or proposed institutes rather than a special one.
6. Employment: As 5 above, information being fed into a larger coordinated project contracted to an agency, or a

university? Do we need some kind of "Agricultural Policy Institute"?
7. Water Pollution: Of growing concern. Agriculture both a main asset and a main polluter. Perhaps a "developed country"

project.
8. Pesticide Pollution: Long-term toxic hazards for DDT, mercury, etc. Essential to find cheap, safe, effective substitutes:

As 7 above.
9. Animal Disease Control: Especially those affecting large areas (F&M: Trypanosomiasis). Perhaps a program approach?
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Legend: 0 Present technical knowledge is generally adequate to support production extension programs
where the idiosyncrasies of the farming environment do not demand specially designed or
particularly adapted research results.

+ There seems to be a general deficiency in present technical knowledge of how to raise farm
output. The number of + marks gives a rough indication of the relative extent of the deficiency, +++
indicating the greatest need for more research, and ++ and + indicating respectively lower levels
of need.

? Situation unknown to the authors of the table.

- The subject matter is not relevant to the farming of the geographic region.

* This table must be used with great caution. It was not discussed fully at the Conference and little attempt was made
to probe its contentions or verify its pretensions. It was presented to the Ccnference as a rough "cocktail session"
outline of problems areas as seen by Oram, Fournier and Hopper. It reflects impressions, experience
and conference suggestions. The authors and many members of the Conference suggested the need for greater
subject matter and geographic detail. Greater detail was not included, however, because more "boxes" would have
led to more question marks and, perhaps, to even greater errors of judgment. The table was appended to the
Conference summary because, for all its limitation, it was found useful as a first approximation exposure of needed
agricultural research.

In developing the table, the authors discussed and then specifically excluded consideration of plantation food
crops. Tho exclusioin IJ not, a reflection or the uIn III portaince of these crop a-IH fo(Xd sou rcoE- in many :IrouiH of
the world. The decision to exclude them from the table was taken purely on pragmatic grounds of the inadequacy
of the authors' own knowledge about them and the need to keep the table within reasonable bounds.

It should be pointed out that the table does not indicate the relative importance of each subject matter item in the
agriculture or in the agricultural development opportunities of a given geographic region. It is only a rough ranking
of the adequacy of the technical knowledge available upon which to found the acceleration of agricultural modernization.
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THE FORD FOUNDATION
320 EAST 43" STREET

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

INTERNATIC'.AL DIVISION

LNTE ATIN A LI V February 19, 1970

TO Participants in the Agricultural Developpient-CQonerence,
Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy, February 3-6, 1970

Geilemen:

On behalf of Sterling Wortman and all concerned, our thanks
for your full and spirited participation in the Bellagio conference.

Sterling has suggested that we forward each of you two copies
of the conference summary. They are attached. We request that you advise
us within ten days, mailing your comments and suggestions to Lowell Hardin,
if you find sections which should be modified to reflect more accurately the
substance of our discussions.

In the meantime, perhaps you will share a copy of the summary
with the person in your organization who will be participating in the April, 1970
Beliagio session. The Rockefeller Foundation will also make distribution of
related materials prior to April. This will include a copy of the summary of
our conference.

We benefitted from the opportunity to work with you and welcome
this opportunity to know you and your organization better.

Sincere,

W. David Hopper

6owell SHardin

Encd



ACCELERATING AGRICULTURAL MODERNIZATION
IN DEVELOPING NATIONS

A Summary of Findings and Suggestions of
Agriculturists from Development Assistance Agencies

Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy
February 3-6, 1970*

THE CURRENT SITUATION

In the past couple of years the agricultural sector of many developing
countries has exhibited a new vitality. Contrary to the situation of a few years ago,

this vitality has been in cereal production from farms usually considered traditional,
even subsistence, in their production patterns. The increased output from these
farms has made a substantial contribution to national economic growth, to the
material well-being of peoples, and to total development.

It is likely that the altered technologies from which this so-called
green revolution has sprung will continue to play a significant role in expanding
food output in many countries in the next few years. Continued research on the

adaptation of new varieties of wheat and rice (and the practices that must accompany
their use) to local environments and to major pests and pathogens will permit a
wider diffusion of production benefits among farmers and better protection of
existing yields on the farms of present adopters. Indeed in some countries there

is an imminent or intermediate term prospect that production will exceed domestic
demand causing low farm product prices as well as strains on national and inter-

national marketing systems and older patterns of trade. The new farm technologies
and their potential high productivity may create or aggravate regional disparities
in per capita incomes. Also, they may reveal in stark terms some of the issues
of equity surrounding national patterns of income and wealth distribution, and may
contribute to further rural under-employment or unemployment, exacerbating urban
migrations of rural peoples or rural social and political unrest. These are real
problems which cannot be ignored and which should be urgently addressed.

In the longer term, however, the seemingly inexorable growth of
world populations will overshadow the short-run difficulties accompanying the new
technologies. Present growth rates of population in Asia alone will add over 40
percent to its close to one billion people (excluding Mainland China) in the next

ten years. To feed these new mouths and to place a basement under the overall

*Conference sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation as a follow-up to an earlier

Agricultural Development Conference at the same location, April 23-25, 1969.

See proceedings of 1969 conference as published by the Rockefeller Foundation.
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economic growth of nations requires a very much broader foundation than is now
available. More modern farm technology and a larger pool of manpower trained
and skilled in the science and technology of farm production methods are required
The long run problems set the backdrop for the conference. Specific concern
centered on feeding more people to a better nutritional standard, of providing
assurance that agriculture continues to play a strongly contributive role in na-
tional economic development by growing apace with the economy and by offering
gainful employment to large numbers of people irrespective of their command
over personal land or capital resources.

The impact of existing improved wheat and rice production tech-
nologies necessarily will be limited to areas with reasonably assured water (or
drainage) for crop growth. Vast land areas suited to other crops or other systems
of farming as yet remain untouched by modern technologies and will remain so
unless present research endeavors are intensified and strengthened. The ex-
perience of the past few years has indicated that when:

1. markedly superior production technologies are available
in comprehensive packages that have been adapted, tested
and demonstrated as applicable for local use; and

2. favorable input to product price relationships prevail and
can be expected to be maintained for two or three produc-
tion seasons so that the risks of innovation are reduced
and the costs associated with learning new techniques can
be re-couped; and

3. an atmosphere of commitment to rural development and the
initiative for its implementation are forthcoming from
government; and

4. efforts are coordinated successfully to provide the needed
inputs at the time and place required and to assure product
markets close to the farmer;

traditional farmers will modernize their agriculture as rapidly as their personal
resources and inherent propensity to caution will permit. (In the case of small or
tenant farmers, provisions of credit or security of tenure may be necessary to
overcome resource shortages or to redress the disincentives of sharecropping.)

The problem seems not to be the farmer. The focus of attention
must be on the productive sureness of the proffered technological package, on the
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incentives in its profitability, on the national ethos for development, and on the

infrastructure of market and other rural services available to the cultivator
to support his decision for progress.

ANALYSIS

Recognizing the necessary role that research-generated, superior
technology must play in agricultural advance, an illustrative land very impres-
sionistic) inventory of research needs was attempted (Table D. This tabulation
of enterprises and functions by geographic areas is neither complete nor verified.
It does indicate, however, judgments of relative need. Note the almost consistent
three star rating (greatest need) for sorghums, grain legumes, tropical root crops,
tropical livestock systems and water management. Note alsc the need to broaden
the present relatively strong position of wheat and rice under controlled irrigation
to embrace production technologies suited to harsher agricubaral environments
so that many more cultivators may participate in the harvest of development.

Before evolving specific suggestions in the research, training and
program areas, some general guidelines were developed. Wnile only partially
spelled out here, they reflect the group's experience:

1. On-farm trials should be an integral component of natonal research
undertakings. Extension or action types of rural production programs
should be preceded by on-farm field verification trias to be certain
that locally adapted, superior packages of technology are available,
understood and profitable.

2. The national research-field verification trial system can often, if it
takes care to do so, generate improved production packages which are
suitable for small holdings as well as for larger farm units.

3. Understanding and involvement of policy makers are essential if an eco-
nomic and political environment conducive to change is to be created.
Involvement of state, regional and central planning bodies may be of
critical importance.

4. Several types of institutional arrangements for technical-vocational and
college level agricultural training, research and advisory services can
work satisfactorily (e.g., Japanese, Taiwanese, U. S., Canadian,
French, British, and other models). Identification and performance of
essential functions rather than the institutional model itself are the
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important issues. Included here is a realistic projection of trained
manpower needs by categories; plans to bring needed manpower on stream;
training institutions which are production oriented with provision for useful
internship type of experience or its equivalent.

5. Wbile regional research (as contrasted to national or international)
centers or institutions have thus far and for a variety of reasons achieved
only modest success on the whole, they logically have a role to play.
Indeed, many of the essential regional functions might be better performed
by a national institution which has an open policy of rendering regional
services. A regional research focus is logical where:

a) the users demand the institutions or programs and are willing
to participate in their financing;

b) the institutions or programs are genuinely responsive and useful
to its user cooperators;

c) leadership is effective;

d) personnel of high quality are engaged;

e) working linkages are effectively forged so that each institution
has political influence for development;

f) the management and staff pursue a cohesive mission-oriented
research doctrine with consistency and continuity.

6. International Centers of the IRRI-CIMMYT-CIAT-IITA type should be fully
supported so long as their performance merits it. In addition, the po-
tential contribution of possible new centers should be carefully assessed
(see Suggestions below). International centers were viewed as institutional
innovations designed to speed national development and to serve as tools
in building stronger, harder-hitting national research programs and na-
tional problem-solving capabilities.

7. Information retrieval and dissemination in agricultural research and
development experience among nations is haphazard at best. Reliance
is placed upon obsolete communication technology. This frequently
precludes the use of that which is already known or somewhere available
(see Suggestions below).
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8. While technological research on production and marketing properly
seeks to increase agricultural productivity, the target of more rapid
national output growth need not necessarily be in ccnflict with the larger
goals of social justice. Strategies should be such as to minimize trade-
offs between growth, which is essential, and the limited spread of the
benefits of growth. Because widespread participation of the population
in development is sought, greater depth in policy and development
management analysis is needed.

SUGGESTIONS

Considering the current situation, the analysis made above, the
rough approdmations made in Table I, and the record of deliberations of the April
1969 Bellagio Conference, the following suggestions are advanced:

I. Fund Existing International Centers

1) Secure current and forward operational budgets of the four existing inter-
national research and training centers -- II, CIMMYT, CIAT, IITA.

2) Explicitly encourage these centers to extend their work to the problems
of the people who live and likely will continue to live in less advantaged
situations -- small farms, poor land, high risk.

Means: As finance for expanded research beyond the capacity of the
Foundations is clearly required an organization for funding is desirable.
It is suggested that tentative proposals by the IBRD involving a consortium
or consultative group or groups be examined and resolved, keeping in
mind the need: 1) to encourage multilateral and bilateral donors to
participate in the necessary funding and 2) to make decisions arising out
of other suggestions in this paper.

I. Determine Potential Usefulness of New "Center-type" Thrusts

Establish two-tothree-man task forces to determine the feasibility
and potential usefulness of new international centers or of alternative devices to
accelerate research and training on the following (priorities are not intended as
realistic assessments are contingent upon the completion of the task force

assignments):

a) water management as related to crop production;

b) food legumes (grains, oilseeds and pulses);
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C) starchy root crops;

d) livestock systems in Southeast Asia;

e) upland crops in Asia -- sorghums, grain legumes, corn (maize), millet,
barley, and appropriate cropping systems;

f) farming systems suitable to the semi-arid areas of West Asia and Africa;

g) policy management and analysis of socio-economic and development
strategy problems.

Means: 1) Present to the April 1970 Conference at Bellagio
such analyses as are available to be used for illustrative
purposes, e.g., water management;

2) Invite the Foundations and other appropriate bodies to
establish one or more task forces to work in consultation
with possible donors;

3) Establish funding sources for task force work and proceed
with an analysis of funding opportunities for one or more
new thrusts of the type listed.

III. Give Economic and Social Problems Special Attention

Identify key problems for study in the economic and social disciplines
and determine suitable centers for work on these on a project basis.

Means: 1) Suitable for a task force and appropriate for the measures
suggested in II;

2) Request the Foundations to report on preliminary thinking.

IV. Involve Key Scientists in Structural Workshops

Arrange well prepared workshops which bring together key groups of
persons. and especially those working in isolated situations who are actively re-
searching crop, animal or functional problems to:

a) assess the present status of research;

b) identify key limiting factors;
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c) identify internship training opportunities;

d) facilitate international cooperative work and the exchange of information
and research materials.

Means: 1) One institution such as FAO or the UNDP plan, fund and
conduct a trial workshop as a learning pilot experience.
This could begin with an examination of the "Rice Outlook
for the 70's" as a source of procedural ideas. The trial
workshop should be carefully evaluated. If the findings
are favorable, a program of, say, two per year might be
launched.

2) Fund (from some source or sources) a national research
center or academy of science to undertake one or a series
of such workshops.

3) Combine 1) and 2) or request present international centers to
organize and conduct such workshops even though the subject
matter is not necessarily the specialty of the center. Arrange
funding.

V. Support Informational and Related Services for Researchers

1) Review the status of efforts intended to improve agricultural research in-
formation management systems.

2) Review the steps necessary to strengthening research support services
by building better and more embracive information and statistical files
of research and development experience, by encouraging the establishment
of germ plasm banks, by continuing and further developing agro-meteorolog-
ical and other programs which will lead to a better understanding of the eco-
logical environment for agriculture.

Means: Invite FAO to follow-up and present a report to the April 1970
Bellagio meeting.

VI. Continue to Emphasize Training

1) Continue and expand existing fellowship and other training programs
which select and send trainees to international centers and other insti-
tutions offering specialized training in agricultural production technology.
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2) Sponsor travel-study programs for scientists, policy makers, and
others concerned with national and international agricultural de-

velopment to permit visits to premier research centers and out-
standing development programs for direct contact and observation.

Means: Invite international and bilateral agencies concerned to give
priority to country requests for such training assistance noting the use-
fulness of FAO experience in this respect.
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Table I. An Impressionistic View of the Need or Adequacy of Present Technical Knowledge for
Accelerating Farm Production of Food Crops and Livestock, and for Improving Farm Productions
Systems*

1. CROP-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY - CEREALS
Monsoon South Near East Sudanian Tropical Tropical Temperate Andean &

Crop Asia Asia N. Africa Africa Africa Latin America Latin America Mountain CommentE
Areas

Rice
Irrigated Controlled 0 -0 0 + - 0 0 -
Deepwater ++ ++ - - ? -
Swamp - - - - Ii - -

Upland + + ++ + +++ - -

Wheat
Irrigated - 0 + +++ - - O in East
Rainfed Spring - +++ +++ - 0 -++f - Arica
Rainfed Water - - - - -++

Barley
RainfEd Spring - ++ +++ -?

Rairned Winter - - ++---

Millet
Pennisetum - +++ - ++ ?
Eleusine - ++ - - +?

Sorghum
Rainfed Humid +++ +++ +++ .++ ++ ? + ?
lRalinfod Snit-arld - I I I I I I I I -

Maize
Irrigated - 0 ++ ++- - -

Rainfed Humid +++ ++ ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ ++
Rainfed Semi-arid - + - +++ - -

2. CROP-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY - OTHER CROPS

Leguminous Oilseeds (1) (1) GroundnutE
Groundnuts +++ +++ + 0 +++ +++ ++ - irrigated in
Soya +++ ++ +++ +++ +++ ? +++ Near E ast
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2. CROP-ORI ENTED TECHNOLOGY - OTHER CROPS

Crop Voonsoon South Near East Sudanian Tropical Tropical Temperate Andean &
A sia Asia N. Africa Africa Africa Latin America Latin High Comments

America Mountain
Grain Legumes (1) Maybe un-

Temperate -+++ ++ +++ - ?(1) ++ important be-
Tropical +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ + + cause of ade-

quato animal
protein

Tropical Root Tubers ++ + - ++

Plantains ++ + - - +++ ++.

Irish Potatoes - ++ 0 - - - ? +++

Fruits and Vegetables L _ See Annex

3. LIVESTOCK-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY

Tropical Bovines
Breeding research using

present fodders + ++ ++ +++ +++ ++ 0 ?
Fodder research using

present breeds +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ +++_?
Intensive animal manage- (1) Mainly

ment altering both under irri-
fodders and breeds +++ ++++ +++ ? gation

Pastoral animal manage-
ment systems - +++ +4+ +++ - ++ ?

Livestock processing and
marketing +++ +++ ++ ++ +++ +++ + ?

Pigs and poultry See Annex

4. FARM PRODUCTION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Difficult Environments
1. Low Rainfall Areas + +++ ( +++() +++ - 1. and 2. ca

2. High Mountain Areas - + ( +++ - +- - be tackled t(

3. Shifting Cultivation gether in
Areas +++ +4+ - - +++ +++ - - several

countries of
Near East &
North Africe



4. FARM PRODUCTION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY (continued)
Monsoon South Near East Sudanian Tropical Tropical Temperate Andean &

Asia Asia N. Africa Africa Africa Latin America Latin Mountain Comments
I America Areas

4. Water Resources and Use
Inventory of Water Resoure s ++ +++ ++ + + ?
Methods of Water Ex-

ploitation + ++ +++ +++ + ?
Methods of On-Farm Water

Management +++ - +++ +++ +++ ++ + ?

5. TECHNOLOGIES TO PREVENT LOSSES

Grain Storage, Drying,
Milling & Processing +++ +++ + +++ +++ +++ 0 ++ _______illst

Uouicd thils t

Rodent Control (1) +++ +++ ? ? ? ? ? on a projec
basis ?

6. Subjects of Importance Requiring Attention

1. Fruit & Vegetable Crops: Needs a "systems" approach including production, marketing, and processing. Difficult to define
priorities. Probably should be aimed at intensive work related to urban developments.

2. Multiple Cropping: Very important. Should it be a separate institute or part of programs of existing or proposed co-op
oriented international stations? (This might also apply to "water use and management. ")

3. Tropical Soil Fertility: Cover crops, shifting from shifting cultivation, fallows, etc. - Comments as 2 above.
4. Pigs and Poultry Could this perhaps be handled by appropriate government services plus incentives to private industry?
5. Mechanization: Probably best studied by wings of existing or proposed institutes rather than a special one.
6. Employment: As 5 above, information being fed into a larger coordinated project contracted to an agency, or a

university? Do we need some kind of "Agricultural Policy Institute"?
7. Water Pollution: Of growing concern. Agriculture both a main asset and a main polluter. Perhaps a "developed country"

project.
8. Pesticide Pollution: Long-term toxic hazards for DDT, mercury, etc. Essential to find cheap, safe, effective substitutes:

As 7 above.
9. Animal Disease Control: Especially those affecting large areas (F&M: Trypanosomiasis). Perhaps a program approach?
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Legend: 0 Present technical knowledge is generally adequate to support production extension programs
where the idiosyncrasies of the farming environment do not demand specially designed or
particularly adapted research results.

+ There seems to be a general deficiency in present technical knowledge of how to raise farm
output. The number of + marks gives a rough indication of the relative extent of the deficiency, +++
indicating the greatest need for more research, and ++ and + indicating respectively lower levels

of need.

? Situation unknown to the authors of the table.

- The subject matter is not relevant to the farming of the geographic region.

* This table must be used with great caution. It was not discussed fully at the Conference and little attempt was made

to probe its contentions or verify its prctensions. It was presented to the Ccnference as a rough "cocktail session"

outline of problems areas as seen by Oram, Fournier and Hopper. It reflects only their impressions gathered

from their own experience. The authors and many members of the Conference suggested the need for greater

subject matter and geographic detail. Greater detail was not included, however, because more "boxes" would have

led to more question marks and, perhaps, to even greater errors of judgment. The table was appended to the

Conference summary because, for all its limitation, it was found useful as a first approximation exposure of needed

agricultural research.

In developing the table, the authors discussed and then specifically excluded consideration of plantation food

crops. The exclusion is not a reflection of the unimportance of these crops as food sources in many areas of

the world. The decision to exclude them from the table was taken purely on pragmatic grounds of the inadequacy

of the authors' own knowledge about them and the need to keep the table within reasonable bounds.

It should be pointed out that the table does not indicate the relative importance of each subject matter item in the

agriculture or in the agricultural development opportunities of a given geographic region. It is only a rough ranking

of the adequacy of the technical knowledge available upon which to found the acceleration of agricultural modernization.
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Summary of
Conference of Heads of Assistance Agencies

(Bellagio IV)
New York, December 3-4, 1970

Background

This was the fourth meeting of major development assistance
agencies concerned with agricultural research and development. It was held
under the auspices of the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations. A list of the
participants is attached.

The earlier conferences were held at Villa Serbelloni, Bellagio,
Italy. The first, a meeting of heads of agencies held April 23-25, 1969,
discussed ways in which the agencies individually or together could accelerate
agricultural progress. The second meeting, of agricultural representatives of
assistance agencies, held on February 3-6, 1970, developed recommendations
to heads of agencies. These recommendations served as the agenda for the next
meeting of heads of agencies on April 8-9, 1970.

At that conference (Bellagio III), the discussions focused on
impediments to agricultural development and the potential critical contribution
that can be made to their resolution by international centers, such as the
International Rice Research Institute, or other forms of international cooperation.
Bellagio III identified five areas of major importance and requested the Foundations
and the Canadian International Development Research Centre to prepare papers
concerning the need for possible new international research efforts in each:

1. Upland or rainfed crops

2. Food legumes

3. Animal health and livestock production in tropical
Africa

4. Water management

5. Agricultural policy management.

During the summer and fall, special papers were prepared on each
of these five areas, and these papers formed the main agenda for the Bellagio IV
meeting.
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Substance of the Meeting

To begin with, the group reviewed a brief paper by Nathan
Koff sky on "The Agricultural Situation in the Developing World". The major
conclusions of the paper, concurred in by the group, were that viewed globally,
developing nations have not yet demonstrated the capacity to feed their rapidly
rising populations. Although some progress has occurred, per capita food
output remains low and malnutrition is widespread. A major thrust of developing
nations, therefore, must continue to be directed toward accelerating output and
improving distribution to meet food and nutritional needs.

The group then turned to a discussion of the special papers prepared
for the meeting. It was agreed that no final judgments would be attempted, but an
effort would be made to clarify issues preparatory to the January 14-15, 1971
meeting of the Consultative Group which. is being formed by IBRD, UNDP and
FAO.

The first special paper considered by the group was Dr. Hill's
paper on the additional funding requirements for the four existing international
institutes, "Estimated Financial Needs of IRRI, CIMMYT, IITA and CIAT,
1971-75". The main conclusion of Dr. Hill's paper was that completion of
present staffing plans and inevitable rises in costs will require by 1975 annual
core budget support for the four existing centers on the order of $6 millions
more than funding now in sight. (The core budgets for the four existing centers
totals about $10 millions for 1971. ) This conclusion was generally accepted by
the group, and it was agreed that it would be necessary to find assurances that
these funds could be raised before undertaking to add further responsibilities to
the existing centers or to establish additional centers. Moreover, the repre-
sentatives of the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations stated that their financial
abilities were stretched to the limit by their present commitments to the four
institutes ($3 million per year from each Foundation), and if the group wanted the
two Foundations to participate in establishing any new institutes, it would be
necessary to relieve them of part of their present financial commitments to the
existing institutes. In response to questions, the two Foundations stated their
willingness, if requested, to continue their participation in the management of
the existing institutes as well as to help establish one or two new institutes
should that later be undertaken.

The conference proceeded to discussions of five studies related
to possible new areas of international cooperation.
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1. An International Upland Crops Program

The group was in full accord as to the urgent need for a research
and training program for upland or rainfed crops. In particular, work is needed
on sorghums and millets which are the basic staples for large masses of rural
people in newly developing countries.

The study recommends:

(1) That a detailed proposal be prepared for an international
upland crops institute, to be established in Asia. This
institute would serve as (a) a center to develop and
demonstrate improved cropping patterns and systems
of farming which optimize the use of human and natural
resources in low-rainfall, unirrigated, upland tropics;
and (b) a world research center for improvement of
sorghum, millets, chick-peas and pigeon peas.

(2) That the International Rice Research Institute be re-
quested to analyze the feasibility of expanding its program
to include upland rice and crops grown in rotation with
rice in the high rainfall, seasonally dry, undulating to
rolling, tropical uplands.

(3) That the International Maize and Wheat Improvement
Center be requested to analyze the feasibility of expanding
its work on wheat grown in the low-rainfall, unirrigated,
low-latitude areas.

It is recommended that the proposed center be established in
Asia, if feasible, with coordination and linkage to ongoing sorghum and millet
work in Africa.

The main points of discussion related to the diversity of conditions
under which sorghums and millets are grown and the need to tailor technology
quite precisely to soils and weather so as to minimize risks for the cultivator.
It was recognized that in order for a center to do effective training for these
crops it would need to offer solutions to a wide array of conditions.
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It was agreed that a technical review panel would be convened
in the spring of 1971 to evaluate the scientific requirements for a program to
improve sorghum and millet technology and to point up the kind of cooperative
work at various locations that would be needed. This would involve existing
as well as new establishments.

2. Research on Food Legumes

Food legumes, or pulses, are an important source of protein in
most developing countries. Great benefits in nutrition would result from increased
consumption of these crops. They are highly diverse and complex.

The study identifies 6 of these croos as of prime importance and
because of their diversity proposes the allocation of efforts to various centers
as follows:

Dry beans CIAT

Cowpeas IITA

Pigeon peas Proposed Upland Crop Center in Asia

(or alternatively IITA)

Chick-peas Proposed Upland Crop Center in Asia
(or alternatively CIMMYT)

Soybeans CIAT or IITA

Peanuts IITA or other African research organizations.

There was a consensus that additional work on soybeans and peanuts
would be of lower priority at this time because of work already under way, multiple
uses and related problems of marketing. It was agreed that the study should go
forward for the first four legumes.

3. Animal Health and Livestock Production in Africa

Livestock enterprises can provide an important element for agri-
cultural development in sub-Sahara Africa. There is an immediate need to control
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animal diseases which effectively bar such development in large areas of the

continent, and over the longer run to remove other constraints, including
socio-economic factors.

The study recommends:

(1) That action be taken at once to establish an international
animal disease research laboratory to be located in
Nairobi, Kenya, near the Faculty of Veterinary Science
and the Faculty of Agriculture of the University of
Nairobi. The primary mission of the laboratory would
be to develop effective methods for the control of East

Coast Fever and Trypanosomiasis.

(2) That a detailed proposal be developed for an international
livestock production research and training center in
Africa. It would focus on removing the major constraints
to expanded beef-cattle production in the sub-Sahara
region. It would assist nations in the development of
their livestock industries through research on broad
issues of international importance, accelerate the
training of competent scientific leadership, and facili-
tate international cooperation.

(3) That a major objective of proposed new organizations
should be to complement and help strengthen present
national and regional efforts. Therefore, assistance
agencies should continue to give support to such programs.

With respect to the animal disease research laboratory, there
was considerable discussion as to the effect a new institution might have on
existing establishments, particularly on the work at EAVRO in Kenya. African

regional institutes are generally quite fragile and vulnerable.

Additionally, it was noted that there has been substantial progress
in developing vaccine for East Coast Fever. with a more definitive evaluation
as to its potentials to become available in the next five months or so. However,
it was also noted that there were many other animal diseases on which work is
needed.

With respect to livestock production research, the consensus was
that this, because of its many facets, would require much more investigation
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and study before arriving at a recommendation. Some felt that such research
probably should not be undertaken in a separate facility but should be gradually
integrated with the work on diseases. It was suggested that work on other
animals, particularly sheep, be added to the proposal for cattle.

The meeting agreed that the subject should be explored more
intensively. Further exploration should be given to the work under way in Africa
and a more precise evaluation developed of what research is needed. The
alternative of building up EAVRO into an International Center should be con-
sidered. The discussions should also include the possible integration of
research on animal production with that of animal health.

4. Water Management

Large-scale investments in public irrigation projects have rarely
made their optimum contribution to agricultural development. Much of the
weakness lies in water management control for crcp production which is
affected by both off-farm and on-farm activities and the lack of training of
technical personnel engaged in water management at the farm level.

The study recognizes that a number of international organizations
have supported pilot projects on water management in irrigated areas in de-
veloping countries for some years. Accordingly, it recommends that:

(1) Pilot models of comprehensive agricultural develop-
ment in portions of existing irrigation-drainage project
areas continue to be emphasized for adaptive research
and practical training in agricultural water management.

(2) A seminar be held, as soon as possible, at which ex-
periences with pilot projects and programs of inter-
national organizations would be reviewed and the po-
tential usefulness of new international or regional
mechanisms for pilot project assistance would be
explored.

(3) Investigations be made by separate expert task forces
to determine the needs for additional:

(a) basic research on soil-water-crop -input-
cultural practices relationships at crop-
oriented international research institutes;
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(b) assistance with institutional training in the
agricultural aspects of water management;

(c) assistance with the acceleration of assess-
ments of groundwater resources and with
training in modern groundwater measurement
and development techniques.

The consensus of the meeting was that the study correctly identi-
fied training in water management at the farm level as an important problem area.
There is an apparent need for some international or regional communication and
clearing house center to coordinate and service outreach efforts in this field.
CIDRC was encouraged to move ahead on the proposal for an early symposium
to explore key needs for agricultural water management research and training.

5. Agricultural Policy Management

National planning agencies concerned with agricultural develop-
ment are seriously handicapped by the lack of specific, relevant information on
which to base policy and program decisions regarding the order of priorities in
the development process and the efficient allocation and use of resources.

The study recommends the strengthening of national institutions
in developing countries in South and Southeast Asia to engage in policy-oriented
research on common problems in the region, linking those institutions together
and encouraging parallel research efforts through a small international staff.
It is proposed that details for such an arrangement, including location of the
central facility, be developed with the assistance of a representative group of
Asian policy officials and researchers.

The consensus of the meeting was that such a proposal might well
make an important contribution to building the in-country capacity to handle
agricultural development. The point was stressed that the demand for such an
activity must come from the nations concerned and be shaped by them even
though some leadership may need to be provided from the outside.

In addition to the emphasis in the study report on generating
on-farm data for policy purposes, it was suggested that case studies of pilot
development projects be undertaken to provide information on key points which
make for success or failure. However, it was agreed that decisions as to
research topics as well as other facets of the research network be made by
Asians.
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It was further noted that the potential for similar networks
likely exists in other regions and in fact the Ford Foundation is providing
leadership toward such a network in Latin America.

* * * * *

Two additional items were briefly discussed. The group in its
April 1970 meeting had requested the Foundations to look into possible
cooperative international efforts closely related to agricultural development--
population and education. With respect to the population problem, a committee
is at work and will shortly present recommendations to the Bellagio group.
Specifics of a possible agenda in the area of education are less well formulated.
The Foundations agreed, however, to give further consideration to the possible
content of a future meeting of the Bellagio group on education and to report back
to the group by mail within two or three months.



M1DOW K FORs ZISECp Tom Arndt 2 December 1970

FRM: TA/SSS, Ale B Daspit

SUBJECT: Additional Briefing Materials for Administrator's Participation
in Meeting of "Bellagio Group"

X told you there ould ,an additional paper to add to Dr. Hannah' a briefing
for the Bellagio Group meeting. It was drafted by the Africa Bureau but
when I sent it to Bernstein for is clearance, he decided that TAB should
add some material.

6iiu accordingly will find two papers attached one ths Africa Pureau' a
proposed intervention by Dr. Hannah under "Other business"; the other some
questions and implications prepared by Glenn Schweitzer, DFretor, ;or
Science and Tochnology.

I am forwarding these papers without Bernstein's initials because time is
growing short and it is doubtful that Bernstein will be back to sign this
afternoon.. The memorandum was discussed with him and reflect his ideas.

cc: Joel Bernstein, AA/TA

f * f



BRIEFING )EMORANDUM FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR

THRU. EXSEC

FROm AA/TA, Joel Bernstein

SUBJECT; International approach to innovations in
agriculture engineering

The attached memorandum prepared by the Africa Bureau
proposes that the Bellagio Group undertake a study of
an international institute approach to more effective
adaptation of agriculture engineering techniques to
the needs. of developing countries. While many types
of, farm machinery and implements have been developed
under agriculture projects supported by A.I.D. and other
donors throughput the world, the impact of these efforts
has frequently been limited by lack of adoption of the
technologies that have become available. Thus, a critical
review of past efforts and possible new approaches--with
particular emphasis on the impact of technology on -labor
and income patterns, crop diversification, and farm
consolidations--seems timely.

Recent machinery and equipment innovations developed at
IRIRI and by the University of Nebraska in Colombia pro-
vide good starting points for such a study. Also, the
Japanese have made impressi e advances in recent years.
The IRRI and'Japanese expe ience is currently being
incorporated into Project Vanguard activities in Africa.
These 'and other experiences in the field suggest that it
may be preferable to incorporate a stronger agriculture
engineerig component--including the extension aspect--
into the. activities of existing or planned international
institutes rather than establish specific institutes for
this purpose.

The'broader field of intermediate technology--including
rural'building technologies, utilization of agricultural
wastes, design of small-scale processing plants and equip-
ment, upgrading artisan industries, and innovations in

i* ruAl buligftcnlge~uilzto* farclu



small and medium scale industry--are currently under
intensive study by a panel of the National Academy of
'Sciences set up at our rekuest. We are also beginning
to develop several new efforts which will build on pastp
experience of A.I.D. in this field. We anticipate that
donor coordination in the general field of intermediate
technology will be effected through a proposed OECD/DAC
working group on science an4 technology.

Attachment:
Memo of Africa Buieau

TA/OST GSchweitzerzah:12-2-70~



mc ber 4, 1 11:15 a.m. - Other Business:

'EMEDIATE TrECIIOLGY

-KGROUAN;D

DaV eding on the tenor of the previous discussion and whether the Bcllagio

Group plans to meet again to discuss further reports on the new

in.tiatives proposed at this Meeting, you may consider it appropriat6 to

propose an additional topic for stody. This proposal is directly related

to the suggestions made by Robert Gardiner of ECA in his discussion with

you. onVyerber3. You will recall that Mr. Gardiner suggested the need

for the establishment of additiona .rese-arch 6nd-trning institutes--

along the lines of IRRI and CI~irYT including one to develop new

echnologieS with special emphasis on tools and machinery appropriate to

ca AlthoughN . Gardiner spoke only of Africay the proposal obviously

ould apply to other regions as well.

Gardiner's interest is represehtative of a widely shared belief that there

should be better technological options available to the LDC's which find

theaselves tcrn between traditional unproductive techniques and. the

echnigues of the developed nations, techniques. which are cap: tal intensive

and employ little labor despite a large and increasing number of under and

unemployed and which are of dubious suitability to other LDC circumstances.

If appropriate tools, equipment and technology are not available, new seeds

and other inpIts such as fertilizer and pesticides wi)l not be fully

effective. Also, a shift to sophisticated mechanized equipment will add to

unemployment. Moreover, in many instances, producers may be unable to

operate such equipment properly.

some attention has been accorded this problem by the OPM which has provided

limited suport to the work of The Intermediate Technology Work Group, a

private organization which coined the term "intermediate technology to

define the nature of the required technology. (The term may not be popular

nmong LDC's but no better has yet been found). A.I.D. has provided limited

financipl assistance to the International Rice. Research Institute (IRRI) in

the Philippines for research on developing types of equipment suited for

the use of smaller rice growers there. A thresher developed there reported-

ly has impressive .potential.

.cTam ri1 PO1ITS

There has been no concerted effort in other areas comparable to the work

done in the biological sciences.' It seems quite possible, for example, that

_nechanical eouippent is, for the mdst part, either produced by manufacturerS

catering to the developed world or left to the inspiration of individua-ls

such as the technician who introduced the steel point for wooden plows in

~~d
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Could not a ctical mase" of researchers develop tools and equip

Y,:et the need -or capital-stingy labor-enploying technology for the Iz3

farm? This is a subject vhich e would like to have studied and reported
on at a later meeting of this group. If others are interested' Aj U.
would be prepared to participate in such a study.

The choice of- fcus for possible initial efforts in intermediate techmol q
should be addressed since the potantial rangC is great. Mechanical tools

and equiprm2nt for the farm are only one possibility; others might be

considered. However, the initial effort should be highly selective. Te

mos apprpriae or aniza iona arrangemen' n also be stadied-.
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BRIEFING PAPER
1R BELLAGIO GROUP MEETING

December 3-4, 1970

The purpose of the New Yorgc meeting of the B'ellagic '.oup is to revi
the financial requireEnts of the four existing international centers f or
agr.cultural research and to consider the desirabi.Lty o establisbi
certain new institutes proposed in several studie,; awtiorized by the Gr up
which met in Bellagio last April. Each of the proposals is efecx.
summarized in the Agenda prepared by the Foundatio-.s, Qie briefing -t1rial

nhich follows is therefore limited for the most po.2t -Cto statementE of
I r)ED pre reactions to the proposals.

I. December 3, 9:30. A Review of the World Agricultural Situation

This half-hour session is clearly intended merely as a back-drop for the
substantive discussion of the meeting. It does not present data which
recSre a reappraisal of policy, or raise problems 1ikely to stimulc tu
d? ;aussion.

Talking Points: It might be desirable to note in passing that the
papar seems- to accept the level of crop production in the LDCs as a suply
function operating independently of demand factor, In reality, the7) reane in production moted in Asia cannot be fully explained without some
conideration of -subsidized prices; while the decrease in Latin Aerica
riay well be due in larga part to lack of effective demand.

9V



II. December 3, 10:00. The Existing Internationial. Agricult I JResearch

Institutes Their Progres ar iFinanci Requirements

This paper measures the gap between the budgetary reqvirements of the

existing institutes and the funds more or lesp securely available to meet

these requirements, and throws into high relief the dilemma created by
proposals for new research institutes. The gap 1reaces from $850,000 in

1971 to $6,000,000 in 1975; it will be enlarged by the establisiment of

any new institutes, in addition, there will be svbstai.Zal capital costs.

For convenience, the figures for both the exisi an I the proposed in-

stitutes are presented in a summary table on t1h 2ts bed page.

Note that the total annual budgets of the exist. .g cc:.ers plus those

proposed in the papers under consideration, wcp .cf ano:lt to approximately
-$24 rim 7- Funds in sight are only a dae cver $10 million.
Unless the World Bank is prepared to make a really substantial contribu

(Vhic i they have not thus far indicated) the prni,_ct 'or covering this
$14 maillion gap do not appear promising.

Talking Points.

1. The 3Agenda statement indicates that the. 'oua- ations Will probably
be unable to increase their total budgetary support to international research

in oider to meet requirements of new-centers; corsequftly, any funding of

new research enterprises would involve a reduction- in. zupport for those

alrer.dy in existence. When AID became a "full. iare partner" in supporting the
four, stablished institutes, the Agency couminittec. itioc.cf to provide funds

at the same level as .the Foundations. In view .: th -ndesirability of the

United States Government assuming a dominant rol in th-ese enterprises as

well as the limitations in the- Agency' s appropriations, if the Foundations

-. maintain their stated ceiling on-total spending, oc1.2eift some of their

funds fru established to new institutions, AID vOuld probably feel con- 1
straIned to reduce its contributions to the est. :Ji institutes commen-

sural oly tith any reduction in the Foundations support.

- 2. AID would urge the Foundations not to diminish the level of their

support to existing institutions in the absence of assured funding from
other sour@dhla~dequate at -least to compensate for the reduction of their

support, and a probable corresponding reduction in AID funding. We would
in fact question the wisdom of any diversion of .,unds from the four established
institutions before sufficient additional funding to perZit them to meet

their projected requirements is assured.

3. We believe that the Foundations' management o2 the research institutes

and their constructive participation in the deliberations of the Boards has

d a v~iA~-l element in the success of these enterpri: s. We would be

die Abed by any change in tihe e arrangements.

,1r



CORE BUDGET REQUIREMENTS AND PROMISED SUPPORT FOR
FOUR ESTABLISHED CENTERS

Thoua and of Do11a r s

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

-. . IRRI --

Net projected expense $2,00./ $2,350 $2,5o $2,600 $2,750

Prospective income $2,500 $2,250 $2,250 $2,250 $2,250

i)EFICIT $ 1000 $. 200 $350 $ 500

CIMMYT

Net projected expense $3,150 $3,150 $3,550 $3,850 $4,200

Prospective income $2,300 $2,300 $2,350 $2,350 $2

C 

$ 850 $ 850 $1,200 $1,500 $1

XITA

Net projected expense $2,150 $3,000 $3,500 $3,950 $4,150

froepective incomc $2,150 $3,000 $3,050 $3,050 $3,050

DEFICIT $ 50 $ 900 $1,100

CIAT

Not projected ex-ense $2,250 43,000 $,100 $4,550- $5,050

Prospective income $2,250 $2,450 $2,45o $2,450 $2,450

1 FIC rr $ 550 $1,650 $2,100 $2,6oo

-/A_-- FIUR ISTITUTIONS

Vet projected expeus& $10,050 $11,500 413,600 $14,950 $16,150
Prospective income $ 9,200 $10,000 $10,100 $10,100 $10,100

EFICIT $ 850 $ 1,500 $ 3,500 $ 4,850 $ 6,050.

Senses of $2,200 are $300 less than anticipated income4 difference ifl
be spent for capital equipment.

ESTIMATED C OSTS OF PROPOSED NEW INSTITUTES

Capital Costs Annual Budget (after build up)

Upland Crops $12,000 - $15,000 4 500 $2,000
Food Legumes* $ 1,000'- $ 1,000 $1,500 - $1,000
Africa- Animal Disease $ 3,400 - $ 3,hOO $345 $100Livestock Prod. 5,000 - $ 5,000 $2,500--$3,000
Irrigation** $ ,-.
Policy managemenI $ - $ 300 300 - $ hoo

$21,500 - $24,700 ,5.00 - $7,900
*This assumes that no new center will be established, but that work will be done by
existing centers.

'**No paper available.
*m*Lower estimate of capital costs assumes Center will be located at IRRI and use
Weme of that Institute's facilities.



III.' December 3, 11:00

This section of the agenda also seems intended primarily for background
purposes. It appears to be the most appropriate place, however, to make
certain important points concerning AID's position on agricultural research
which apply across the board.

-Tralking Points. Rational consideration of individual proposals for
the establishment of new international centers for agricultural research is
difficult in the absence of agreed criteria by which to judge such proposals.
We would like to summarize some considerations which seem important to AID,
and to state the criteria which we have applied in our preliminary assessment
of- the se9posals on our Agenda.

We start with the obvious proposition that we are trying to develop a world-
wide network of agricultural research with three related objectives: 1)
assisting the developing countries to increase the production of food and
improve its nutritional value by providing them better materials than their
own :nstitutions are able to.- develop, -2) strengthening, these local institutions
so -that they can make effective use -of these materials, as-, they become avail-
able,, and make progress in their own ability to do useful research, 3) helping
the developing countries .to guide changes certain-to' flow from improved
-agricultural technology in directions which: are economically and socially
desiLable.-

4 The iuccess and fame of CIMMT and IRRI have tended to establish the inter-
national center as -the model for all external- institutions- aimed at supple-
mentlng the-research capabilities of the LDCs. However, this is a very
broad conclusion to draw -from a still limited body of evidence. CIMMYT and A
G hav_,ve certainly been.phenomenally successful; but this success has been
limited mainly to two cereal crops on which the institutes focused most of
their energies; and their efforts were facilitated by a substantial amount
of psast research conducted in the developed countries over many years. The
auguries for CIAT and IITA are good but it still remains to be demonstrated
that a single center starting more or less from scratch to do research on a
broad ranoxkbf crops and animals, as well as on cropping system, s will W.
equally successful.

There is amnle evidence that an effective world-wide research network can
include a variety of institutions and arrangements. For example, a number
of relatively unpublicized institutions in the United States, and other
developed countries as well, have demonstrated a capability to do research
useful to the developing countries. In some cases, these institutions have
asported the Foundation-sponsored centers by providing the results of

e-re basic or "purer" research than these production-oriented institutions
are3 organized to perform. For example, Purdue, Nebraska, the University of
California at Davis, Oregon, and the Canadian universities of Guelph and
Manitoba have done basic research in support of the wheat, corn and triticale
prograns of CIMMYT.
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in other cases, US-based institutions have themselves assumed some of the
functions of international centers of excellence, providing services directly
to the developing countries. Some have even created - network of corres-
pondents and experiment stations which cooperate in developing and testing
new plarit materials. (Examples of such institutions ar the TVA fertilizer
center, the organizations at North Carolina State for soils analysis, at
Purdue for sorghum and high protein corn, at NebraskaZ 9r high protein
wheat, at Mississippi for seed production and stora; 0

The annual reports. of the several existng iaternati.-l centers refer in
passing to linkages with research in the U.S. and ot e developed countries
and to progress in strengthening the research n -titions of the developing
contr. believe that these elements merit gr-patr attention and '
regret t except one of the studies proposing ne research cente
fai almost entirely to consider them. They do not take into account the
substantial body of relevant research already performd by institutions in
the United States and elsewhere, the contribution those institutions might
make to the developing countries, or the extent to which their expertise

,"and, n-going, research might:be-used -to reduce the c& tal, staff and bud-
getary requirements of any-new center it may be ueci eu to establish in one
of the less developed countries.

Theseare- some of the- considerations which haveshap ur approach to the
propsals-for--new enters.- Our, cbjective is- to: tre: then the international
network in the most effective way:possible. Wc gra..ll acknowledge the
very great contribution the existing centers havc a. dy made and are
prepared to accept as: a working- hypothesis the propo-i that these and
other centers yet to be .established will make. contri-'.cns of comparable
importance in- the: future..- Before'agreeing to spns. ie e stablishment of
any-rmei-international~centery however,. the Agency -ves that continued
support for existing institutions should be ascmueid. > also believe that
the' proposed new institution should meet the followinr standards.

1. The research to be conducted by the new center is of sufficient
importance to developing countries to justify a priority claim on the
financiakand scientific resources of aid donors. Moreover, this proposed
research will significantly strengthen the world-wide research network.

2. There is a reasonable promise that the enterprise wrili be successful
in achieving results adequate to justify the investment required. This
means they must be applicable over relatively broad areas and have a favorable
cost/benefit ratio.

3. The proposed research can be most effectivel: sad economically
performed at an international center, located in a dev.loping country,
and cannot be appropriately undertaken by one or more of the existing
centers so located. Moreover, a location for the new center can be found



which is suitable politically as well as geographically, and has the
amenities needed to attract and hold scientists from the developed countries.

14. The organization1, staffing pattern and program of the proposed
new institation reflects recognition of the relevant resources of existing
insLitutions in the U.S. and elsewhere.

)*



. December 3, 11:30. Upland Crops

This proposal is effectively summarized in the Agenda.

Talking Points..

-1. The objective stated in (a) of this section is one which AID can
ful y endorse. The problem of improving the lot of the millions of peasant
farmers on the dry uplands of Asia is one of the most difficult and pressing
in the whole field of development. It may well be, however, that this
problem is so location.specific that no -single- institute, wherever located,
Could do research on the generalized problem of improved cropping systefri
- hdi e useful over broad areas. Central Asia is the area wher.,.he
*oble rn gest -and most urgent, but there is no assurance that an
appropriate location for an international center can .be found there.
Rec; gnizing this difficulty, the paper s uggests East Africa or Mexico as
alternatives. CNo evidence is presented that either location would offer
advantages over the arid Southwest of the United States.

The proposals under (b).indicate that the work of- the new institte would
n act, be concentrated on sorghum, millets,. chickpeas and pigeon peas.

frankly doubt that the establishment of a new institute would be the
moaI. efficient way, to organize research on these crops. We believe that
the proper preliminary to a decision on where research on these individual
crops should be located is- to make an inventory of- on-going programs, and
consider-what place these might have in a general arrangement. The paper
lists a number of research programs on sorghum and millets, but it does not
indicate whether and how -they are related. And it makes no -mention at all
of the-world-wide,-research on sorghum centered at and coordinated by Purdue
Uniivrsity. In our. opinion, the possibility of making this effort an
effective world-wide program clearly merits consideration. AID would be
Yreqcrcd to consider further strengthening of the central facilities, and
5up rting staff, if this were found necessary. This might involve the
esta1lishment of a consortium of Universities, including one which could
work in the arid uplands of the American Southwest. We suggest that similar
possibilities for coordinating country or regional programs for the other
crops mentioned should be carefully weighed before decisions are made tow%
promate a new institution.

2. We endorse the proposal that 1RRI study the feasibility of expanding
its program in the manner suggested.

3. We also endorse the proposal for CIM2YT.



V. Decembr 3, 2:30. Food Legumes

The proposals -of this paper are effectively summarized in the Agenda.

We believe that the position stated under IV (1) above is valid for these

proposals, as well. We agree with the choice of the six legumes designated,
but in our view the study does only a part of the job required, before

conclusions are reached concerning the location of additional international

research on these species. The paper considers the possibility of the

existing international centers taking on the job, -but it does -not attempt-
to assess the work and resources of other institutions, both in the developed

e-,and undeveaoped countries, and the possibility that one of these might
assue the ictions to be assigned an international'center.

IICA has done extensive research on dry beans in Latin America.

The British and French have done much with peanuts in Africa and maintain
- nsitutes for research-in tropical agriculture.

.eve:!ral American Universities are'far advanced in research on soybeans.

The University of- 1inois is -doing work on a range of grain legumes.

Befre we decide to launch a new institute or add a ctmnponent to existing
international institutes, we should assess existing experience and expertise.
We: should decide whether it might not be more efficient- to convert an
institution which had already done extensive research on the crop into an

4z -international center which would -collect-world germ plasm, perform the range
.of research functions described in the report and coordinabe a program
linking experimental work in the developing countries.



VI. December 3, 3:30. Animal Production in Africa

Background:I
The Africa Bureau strongly supports the establishmeni. c, tvo new institutes
for rnsearch on animal production in Africa, and thei;r position is set forth
at sc-.e length in the back-up paper at Tab A.- They -. commend )Put you press
for further study of the proposals for an internationaL aniaial research
center in West Africa leading, within three months, .ecom:menc:ations
concerning objectives, -staffing, siting,. and '-financia . -eouiremanta of such-
a center. In spite of some reservations about the de'ability of studying

-animal eaes without at the same time atacking o>r. major impedime~as
"-ot liveevelopment, they also endorse the propo7I for an anima2 ,.

disease center in East Africa. This center, they believe, should not L
lizited, even initially, to research on East Coast aedvc:' and T'ypaosomiasis,
as proposed in the study, but should study the whole .:.wnge of animal
diseases.

The '::chnical Assistance Bureau agrees in ?principle w 1 the African Bureau,
hat these-problems are. appropriate for study by. international research

centers, agrees with the Bureau's views as to the task. which each of the
propo-ed centers might best undertake. , However; ,in d' of the financial
problems discussed in II above,. and-the .consideratio:,-e, forth in III,
TAB bclieves the 'Agency should take. sonewhat noret 'ervcd& position -at - -
this -ime. This conviction is reflected in the par, is below

Talking Points. AID is in general,,agreement wi 13' analyses in the
two African papers, and believes that International '-, are appropriate

-S: institutions to undertake the type of research callt ... We would want
to see the Center on Animal, Diseases 'given a somewha'.. 'e mandate, clear
provi;ion for collaboration between the two Centers,. .. o.re specific
consid iration given to the utilization of African ins itutions already
functi:ning in this field. But these are matters of detail which could no
doubt be readily worked out.

We -are concerned, however, about the problem of costs. We suspect
that the estimates of capital requirements are on the conservative side.
And the estimated annual operating costs of $4 million would by l975
increase the anticipated gap between requirements and resoyrces now in
sight from $6 million to $10 million - close to 70 percent. Before making
a definite decision to proceed with the establishment ci these institutes,
ve need a clearer idea of what the total resources avail.able to support the
centers will be, and may also need to make sore judgments about priorities
among desirable new initiatives. in our view, these darale, and we

- hope they will be kept under active consideration.



VII. December ., 9:30. Improved Productivity of Irrigation Schemes

-he discussion paper referred to in the.Agenda has not been received. and
we have only the -brief Agenda notes on which to base comments.

Talking Points. We note that the recommendations are for programs for
resparch and training in water management for crop production, which together
with the formulation of the acd vities to be undertaken, implies that the
establishment of additi o:al international centers may not be required. We
agree that the program, of .study and raiing proposed would be very ue.

We would favor the initiation of the proposed feasibility study,
-;partiqujM since -the proposal is made in terms fujly consistent with

the points emphasized in- our, comments' under Section- III: that -is, the
stuev would take account of relevant research already performed by existing
institutions and'the extent to which the capabilities of these institutions
might be utilized in effectu4ting the program. AID would be prepared to
consider providing support tp suitable U.S. institutions whose cooperation
in- The program would be helpful.

We strongly endorse the proposal that research in crop-water-soil
s!': relationshipa be indertaken at existing-or future crop-oriented institutes.)na .- rp-retdinttts



VIII. December 4--10:30. Agricultural Policy Management

-Background. The objective of the proposal as formulated in the Agenda i-
somewhat broader than that stated in the"Agionda paper, whose author frankly
concedes that his views are not shared by Ford Foundation staff members
familiar with Asia. The Agenda recommends a network of national institutiona
"to engage in policy oriented research needed by officials to plan and manage
agricultural development." The Study, on the other hand, would limit work
initally to "production-oriented questions", which it defines as production,
marketing and prices--

Tal};;ng Points: We have found this a stimulating paper, ihich pre-ents
good bi*of interesting information we haven't seen elsewhere. There s-

no doubt that the subject it addresses is important and that it merits much
- ore attention than it has so far received.

We agree that if the results of research on policy problems is to be of any
practical utility, it must be recognized by Government officials as germane

totheir problems. Theywill not,. like a new cereal rariety which 1riplhs
yields, automatically command attention. We agree, also, that the in-stitu-
.tions and: scientists -of the developing_.countries should themselves -do as
much of this -policy-oriented-reseafch as possible; and. that cbotdinptod
studies, which.yieldrdata comparable among. several- countries are I k-y +.o

) prove most valuable.

We find ourselves. more. in .agreement with the -position.. ascribed to.La rt-
of -the Ford Foundations) -than with -that of the -study, -concerning the cco,-e
of the- problems which -need to be con-idered. In AID's own work, we are

-- concerned! with-: the. "equity set "- of problems,- inciluding -employment .a -id eine a
distribution. This is a reflection not only of AID's concern, but that of'
the Congress, as well. Title IX of the Foreign Assistance Act specifically
directs the attention of the Agency to such questions.

As to the specific proposals of the paper for addressing these problems
in Asia, because of the very brief time available for considering them,
we have only tentative and preliminary views.

Our preliminary reactions are:

It is desirable to encourage cooperative effort among the social
scientists, and the relevant public and private institutions of the region.

Given the considerable number of organizations the study lists as
already operating in the area, we would want to give further considera-
tion to the possibility of one or the other (or several) of these assuming
the functions the study would assign to a new central staff functioning in
a fixed facility.



It is clear that a great deal more competence for research of this sort
e"s t bedeveloped in most of the cQuntries of the area. This requires

train and, whdr it is adceptable, the guidance of experienced social
scientists from the developed countries - particularly, agricultural
economists. It should be possible to further these objectives through
existing international and national assistance programs.

IL nlU probably be desirable to convene regular meetings of social
scientists of the area, similar to that- recently- sponsored by the -
Agricultural Development Council.

in view of the lack of agreement rs to just what policy-oriented research
the Goverments of the area consiu!r relevant to their planning and manage-
ment of agricultural development, ..t might be useful to convene a conference
of Agricultural Ministers to discuss the question. iniong the institutions
which could appropriately sponsor such a conference are the FAO, IRRI,
ECAFE, the Asian Development Bank, or the Development Center of the OECD.



Conference of Agricultural Representatives of Assistance Agencies

Tilla Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy

February 3 - 6, 1970

ALBANI, FELIX - (Agricultural Technologist) Director, Plant Production and
Protection, FAO, Bome. Formerly, Professor of Agricultural Meteorology,
Facultad de Ciencias Agrarias, Universidad Nacional de Cuyo, Argentina;
two terms as Dean of the Faculty; Profesor Honorario ie la Facultad de
Agronomia, Universidad de Asuncion, Paraguay; "Chercheur" of the Univer-
site de Clermont-Ferrand, France; Specialist in the University of Cali-
fornia, Davis; and Visiting Professor in the Universizy of Munich. In
the UN he has served as Technical Assistance Expert (Agric, Met,) in
Paraguay; Resident Representative a.i. in Paraguay; Chief Water Re-
sources Section, Survey Division, UNDP; and Chief Natural Resources Pro-
gramme, UNDP. Interests: developments in science and technology which
can be applied to agriculture; transfer of modern technology to develop-
ing countries.

BENTLEY, C. F. - (Soil Scientist) Agricultural Consultant for the Canadian
International Development Agency, and Professor of Scil Science, Univer-
sity of Alberta, Canada. Formerly taught at the Universities of Minnesota,
Saskatchewan, and Alberta. Overseas he spent one year in Ceylon on a soil
conservation training program; three months in Thailard doing a feasibility
study for what is now the University of Northeast; two months in India Lead-
ing a Canadian teen seeking potential projects for assistance in agriculture;
and in 1968-69 for four months in the Caribbean, East Africa, and Southeast
Asia for CIDA. Interests: the "dirty hand approach" to agricultural edu-
cation and research in the developing countries.

BERNSTEIN, JOEL - (Economist) Assistant Administrator for Technical Assistance,
AID, Washington, 7,C, He has served from 1958-67 as Mission Director in
Liberia, Nigeria, and Korea, and for three years as Chief of the African
and European Staff of AID. His career began when he 2oined the Marshall Plan
as a financial eccnomist with the Economic Cooperation Administration's Special
Mission to the United Kingdom. He was also with the Mutual Security Agency
in Paris and the Mission in Italy as Special Assistant for Operations to the
Director, He spent four years in Washington as Chief of the European and
African Program Staff for the International Cooperation Administration and at
the Foreign Service Institute. He currently has global responsibility for
sector dynamics and development strategy and coordination with other organi-
zations doing related work.
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COX, MILO L. - (Agronomy-Botany) Special Assistant for AgricuLture, AID,
Department of State, Washington, D.C. Has occupied the following
positions with AID and its predecessor agencies: Agronomist, pasture
production specialist, Chile, 1957-60; Deputy Food and Agriculture Of-
ficer, Bolivia, 1960-62; Rural Development Officer, Uruguay, 1963-65;
and Chief, Rural Develooment Division, Latin American Bureau, Washington,
D.C., 1965-69.

CRAWFORD, SIR JOHN - (Econczdst) Consultant to the World Bank on agricultural
matters and.research development in Asia and the Pacific, and Vice-Chancel-
lor, The Australian Naoional University, Canberra. Formerly Advisor to
the Rural Bank of New South Wales; Director of the Australian Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, 1945-50; Secretary, Australian Deoartment of Com-
merce and Agriculture, 1950-56; Secretary, Department of Erade, 1956-60;
Director of Research, School of Pacific Studies, Australian National Uni-
versity, 1960-67. Interests: policy making the developinz countries.

EDWARDS, JOSEPH - AgricuIlture Projects Department, International Bank for Re-
construction and Development, Washington, D.C. Currently responsible for
exploring the role of 7he Bank in agricultural research around the world.
Formerly Director for 33 years of Breeding and Production and Scientific
Adviser at the Milk Marketing Board of England and Wales; was for 17 years
a Governor of the Royal Veterinary College, London; now a lovernor and
Council member of :he Royal Agricultural Society of England; and a Direc-
tor of a ranching hill sheep and cattle company in Glenlochay, Scotland.

ERICSSON, GbSTA - (Agronomifz) Head, Division for Agricultural Development,
Swedish International Development Authority, Stockholm, and Head, Education
Division, Swedish National Board of Agriculture. Formerly agricultural
teacher and advisor in different parts of Sweden; four years as senior
agricultural officer in an agricultural province in Southwest Sweden. Since
1958 he has been in charge on a national level for the hor=icultural, agri-
cultural, and home eccnomic educa:tion up to the university level. He in-
vestigated the possibilities of Swedish aid in agriculture in Zambia and
took part in a preparacory mission for a FAO/SIDA integra-ed development
project in Kenya. Interests: rural development and nutrioion.
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EVANS, L. J. C. - (Tropical Agriculture) Director, Agriculture Projects
Department of the World Bank, Washington, D.C. Formerly teacher
and investigator at the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture,
Trinidad, 1939-50; agricultural adviser with the Commonwealth Develop-
ment Corporation, U.K., 1950-61. Currently concerned with the iien-
tification, appraisal, and preparation of projects in some 70 derelop-
ing countries. The department is also concerned with the evaluaTion
of the agricultural sector of the countries in which the Bank group
lends. Interests: especialiy in project development, financing of
agricultural development and in economic justification of projecis
and the extension of scope and range of Bank's agricultural acti-ities,
including support for agricultural research.

FOURNIER, F. - (Soil Conservationist) ORSTOM International Relations Ser-
vice, and in charge of Agroncmy at ORSTOM, Paris. Experience mainly
in soil conservation: soil studies with their rational use; ap- ica-
tion of soil conservation meohods to the tropical zone, mainly ofrica.
Interests: soil erosion, soids transportation by water, soil c:nser-
vation, soil management.

GOLDSCHMIDT, ARTHUR - (Economist) Senior Consultant to the Director :f the
UN Development Program, New York. Formerly U.S. Ambassador to The UN
for Economic and Social Affairs, 1967-69. In 1933 he joined the 7ed-
eral Relief Agency in Washington. He subsequently worked for the Senate
Committee on Interstate Commerce; the National Bituminous Coal C:mi s-
sion; the Public Works Administration; and the National Power Pclicy
Committee. In 1944 he was aoointed Director of the Division of Power of
the Department of the Interior. He has been a member and adviser of
various commissions for UNESCO and ECOSOC. In work with the UN ne has
visited the majority of the ieveloping countries in Asia, the Miidle East,
Africa, and Latin America.

HARDIN, LOWELL S. - (Agricultural Economist) Program Officer for Agriculture,
Ford Foundation, New York, since 1965, and a member of the boards of trust-
ees of CIMYT and CIAT. Formerly Professor of Agricultural Economics,
Purdue University, 1943-65. At the Ford Foundation he works with agri-
cultural programs in South and Southeast Asia, Africa, the Middle East,
but most intensively in Latin America.



HOPPER, W. DAVID - (Agricultural Economist) Associate Field Director,
Indian Agricultural Program, Rockefeller Foundation, New Delhi. Over
a decade of agricultural development policy in India and Asia. Cur-
rently: teaching and research on Indian agricultural development at
the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi, and consulta-:
on research administration to the Council on Agricultural Research.
Interests: agricultural development policy and planning, particularly
agricultural research policy and the development of rural infra-stru-:-ure
and service institutions.

HSIEH, S. C. - (Agricultural Economist) Director of Projects Development,
Asian Development Bank in the Philippines since 1967. Formerly Senior
Economist and Chief of Rural Economics Division of the Chinese Ameri:an
Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR) and concurrently Exe::utive
Secretary of Agricultural Planning Committee of the Economic Stabilization
Board of the Chinese Government, 1957-61; Secretary General of JCRR,
1961-65; part time Professor of Agricultural Economics, National Taizan
University, 1951-60; and Visiting Professor of Agricultural Economics,
College of Agriculture, University of the Philippines, 1965-67. At -ie
Asian Development Bank he works with the 17 member countries studyicg
their governments' attitude, policy, and foreign aid operation. Interests:
agricultural policy and economic development in general.

JIMENEZ, LEOBARDO - (Agricultural Communications and Economics) General
ordinator of the Puebla Project (CIMMYT and the Graduate College o' Agri-
culture), and Professor and Head of the Agricultural Communications 3ranch,
Graduate College, National School of Agriculture, Chapingo, Mexico, !x-
perience: participant and investigator for agricultural production in
tropics and temperate zones, especially for small farms in Latin America,
Interests: agricultural communication and rural change through agrical-
tural production programs.
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MELVILLE, A. R. - (Zoologist) Chief Agricultural Adviser, Ministry of
Overseas Development, London. In 1936 he was appointed Entomologist
(coffee pests) in Kenya. Subsequently he became Director of Coffee Re-
search, then Chief Agricultural Research Officer, and Director of Agri-
culture in Kenya. He is now adviser on all aspects of ODM's agricultural
and research programs. Direct geographic responsibilities include Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania, Somalia, India, Ceylon, Pakistan, Thailand, Laos, Nepal,
West Indies, Bolivia, and with international technical matters, e.g. FAO.
Interest: organizational and institutional requirements for agricultural
develorment and research; acquisition of new technical knowledge and trans-
mission to the farmer; special development projects in developing countries;
rural development, e.g. social change, land tenure, rural employment, land
use, including ecological and conservation aspects; and effective liaison be-
tween aid agencies of all kind.

OHTO, MOTONAGA - (Political Scientist) Executive Director, Overseas Technical
Cooperation Agency (OTCA), Tokyo. Formerly with Japanese Ministry of Agri-
culture and Forestry from 1938-58; FAO liaison officer for Asia and the Far
East, Rome, 1958-61; and Deputy Regional Pepresentative FAO, Bangkok, 1961-62.
Currently planning and implementation of technical assistance programs in agri-
culture of the Japanese Government for Sou-h and Southeast Asia mainly. He
has served as leader of Japanese governmen: teams to Cambodia, Thailand,
Indonesia, and Ceylon in 1966, and for a short time in 1968 was a consultant
for the Ford Foundation to Nepal and IBRD Ueam to Thailand. Interests: in-
creased productivity of small farms.

ORAM, P. A. - (Agronomist) Assistant Director of Policy Advisory Bureau, FAO,
Rome. Formerly investigator at the National Institute of Agricultural Botany,
Cambridge; Head of Agricultural Department, Borax Consolidated Ltd., London;
Director of Research and Deputy Chief of FAO Mission, Tripoli; Manager and
Senior Agriculturalist, UN Special Fund Economic Survey of the Peloponnesus,
Greece; Agriculturist, FAO/IBRD Cooperative Program, FAO, Rome; Agriculturalist,
Central Executive Unit and Team Leader, Asian Regional, Indicative World Plan,
FAO, Rome. Interests: crop agronomy with particular reference to the develon-
ment and improvement of the high yielding varieties of seed; economic problems
of agriculture in developing countries, especially the study of irrigation and
mechanization programs.
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PINDER, FRANK E. - (Agricultural Economist) Special Adviser to the Executive
Secretary, UN Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), Addis Ababa, since
1968. Served in the agricultural field in Africa since 1944 and was
Director of the SAID Mission in Ghana from 1964-67. He is adviser to
ECA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division on socio-economic matters pertaining
to agricultural development in Africa and serves in a similar capacity
to the Executive Secretary on agriculture and other related matters.
Work is conducted in 42 ECA member countries of Africa and occasionally
North America and Europe. Interests: agricultural education, agricul-
tural econonics (farm management).

WOLF, ALFRED C. - (Economist) Program Advisor to the President and Director,
Social Development Division, Inter-American Development Bank, Washington,
D.C., since 1961. Formerly Director, Program Staff and Executive Assistant
to Secretar:.-, Department of Interior, 1947-53; aesearch Director, Harvard-
Pakistan Planning Board Project, Harvard University, 1953-55; Assistant
Director, Orerseas Development Program and Program Director for Latin
America and the Caribbean, Ford Foundation, 1953-61.

WORTMAN, STERLING - (Plant Breeder) Director for Agriculture, The Rockefeller
Foundation, New York, since 1966. Corn breeder, Mexican Agricultural Pro-
gram, Rockefeller Foundation, 1950-54; Plant breeder, Pineapple Research
Institute, Eawaii, 1955-60; Assistant Director, International Rice Research
Institute, Philippines, 1960-64; and Director, Pineapple Research Institute,
Hawaii, 196L-65. Currently directing Rockefeller Foundation agricultural
programs in latin America, Africa and Asia. Interests: increased agricul-
tural production in the developing nations.

YUDELMAN, MONTAGE - (Economist) Vice President, OECD Development Centre,
Paris. Fornerly FAO Technical Assistance Officer, 1953-56; Consultant
to IBRD on development plan for Colombia, S.A., 1956; Assistant Director
for Social Eciences, The Rockefeller Foundation, 1957-60; Consultant to
World Bank cn Uganda, 1960; Visiting Lecturer and Research Associate,
Center for international Affairs, Harvard University, 1960-63; Head of
Planning Mission to Government of Cyprus, 1963-64; Associate Director of
Centre for P.esearch on Economic Development, and Professor of Economics,
University cf Michigan; advisor on agricultural policy to U.S. on Tunisia;
advisor on agricultural policy. to Interamerican Development Bank, Washington,
D.C., 1964-68. Interests: agricultural development with special emphasis
on technological change and employment throughout the world.
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Albani, Felix - Director, Plant Production and Plant Protection, FAO,
Rome, Italy

Bentley, C. Fred - (Professor of Soil Science, Department of Soil Science, The
University of Alberta, Edmonton 7, Canada) Consultant, Canadian
International Development Agency, 75 Albert St., Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada

Bernstein, Joel - Assistant Administrator for Technical Assistance, Agency
of International Development, Department of State, Washington,
D.C. 20523

Cox, Milo L. - Special Assistant for Agriculture, Agency of International
Development, Department of State, Washington, D.C. 20523

Crawford, Sir John - Consultant to the World Bank, and Vice Chancellor, The
Australian Kational University, Canberra 2600, Australia

Edwards, Joseph - Agriculture Projects Department, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, 1817 H Street, >.W., Washington,
D.C. 20433

Ericsson, GEsta - Swedish International Development Agency, Box 342,
Stockholm 1, Sweden

Evans, L. J. C. - Director of Agriculture Projects Department, International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 1817 E Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20433

Fournier, F. - International Relations Service, Office de la Recherche
Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer, 24 Rue Bayard, Paris 8,
France

Goldschmidt, Arthur- Senior Consultant to the Director, United Nations
Development Program, ALCOA Building, 866 United Nations Plaza,
New York, N.Y. 10017

Hardin, Lowell - Program Officer for Agriculture, Ford Foundation, 320 East 43rd
Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

Hopper, W. David - Agricultural Economist, Indian Agricultural Program, The
Rockefeller Foundation, 17 Kautilya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi, 11,
India

Hsieh, S. C. - Director ?rojects Department, Asian Development Bank, P.O. Box 126,
Makati, Rizal, D 708, Philippines

Jimenez, Leobardo - General Coordinator, The Puebla Project, CIMMYT, Calle
Londres 40, Mexico 6, D.F., Mexico

Continued......
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Melville, A. R. - Principal Agricultural Adviser, Ministry of Overseas
Development, Eland House, Stag Place, London, SW 1, England

Ohto, Motonaga - Executive Director of the Overseas Technical Co-operation
Agency, Economic Cooperation Bureau, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Honmura-Cho, Ichigaya, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo, Japan

Oram, P. A. - Assistant Director of Policy Advisory Bu:reau, FAO, Via Delle
Terme di Caracalla, Rome, Italy

Pinder, Frank E. - Special Advisor to the Executive Secretary, Economic
Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa, Ethio-ia

Wolf, Alfred - Program Advisor, Inter-American Develorment Bank, 808 17th
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Wortman, Sterling -Director for Agriculture, The Rockefeller Foundation,
111 West 51st Street, New York, N.Y. 1002:

Yudelman, Montague - Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development,
2 Rue Andre Pascal, Paris, France
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